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Motospeed CK69 mechanical gaming keyboard
Motospeed CK69 is a mechanical gaming keyboard that is designed with a compact design and dynamic RGB backlighting. All you need
to connect the device is a USB-C cable, and Gateron switches will ensure comfort.
 
High-performance switches
The keyboard features 67 Gateron keys, which have a lifespan of up to 50 million clicks. What's more, each of them is equipped with a
sublimated polymer overlay that has been sublimated five times. This means that the comfort of use is on a completely different level. In
addition, if you want to swap places of the buttons - you can do it even while the device is running!
 
A new dimension of gaming experience
The device features RGB-type backlighting. Discover a new, higher level of immersion while playing your favorite title! In addition, the
keyboard is designed to contain only the most necessary keys for gaming. The 67 keys perfectly match the demand, and the keyboard
itself gains in compactness.
 
Ergonomic design
By ridding the keyboard of 37 buttons that are unnecessary for gamers, a number of solutions have been made to bring gaming comfort
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to  a  whole  new level!  The key buttons are  positioned closer  together,  making key combinations much more accessible.  What's  more,
there will never be a conflict when pressing several keys, and these keys have extremely fast responsiveness.
 
Multimedia control
The device also has a dial, with which you can easily and conveniently take control of multimedia. With its help you can set the volume
and stop or resume a song. In addition, the keyboard is equipped with function keys that extend the functionality of the equipment. With
CK69 you have everything you need, but without unnecessary extras!
 
Wide compatibility on a single cable
You'll connect the Motospeed CK69 with just one USB-C cable. Forget about tangled cables, now you can easily configure your gaming
rig! The device is compatible with Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 10.
 
INCLUDES:
Keyboard
USB-C to USB cable
Keyboard puller
User manual
	Manufacturer
	Motospeed
	Model
	CK69
	Keyboard type
	Mechanical
	Connection
	Wired
	Number of keys
	67
	Dimensions
	329x115.6x40 mm
	Interface
	USB-C to USB
	Cable length
	1.5 m
	Compatibility
	Windows XP/7/8/10
	Color
	White
	Material
	ABS, aluminum alloy
	Backlighting
	RGB 
	Other
	Anti-ghosting  function,  21  backlighting  modes,  customizable  backlighting  modes,  9  backlighting  color  versions,  12  function  keys,
adjustment knob, WIN lock, N-key rollover
	Key life
	50 million clicks
	Weight
	980 g
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	Operating voltage
	5 V
	Operating current
	200 mA
	Switches
	Gateron Red

Preço:

€ 60.00

Jogos, Keyboards
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